NEED A WAY TO ANTICIPATE
AND MITIGATE RISK TO
MANAGE YOUR ENTERPRISEWIDE COMPLIANCE?
We are all aware of how the business environment is always changing and new regulations are issued on a
regular basis. Why? Because the possibility of legal sanctions, fines, or failure to comply with any rules and
regulations is increasing, it is more important than ever for businesses to follow policies and do so in a timely
manner.

Without adapting to the new policies, reaching
your goals can take a long time and be quite
costly. Integrating a monitoring mechanism
through compliance assurance is one way to
mitigate these concerns.

Therefore, organizations need to accommodate the
various types of compliances across different policies.
Meeting regulatory standards, frameworks, and laws is
important so that your business runs smoothly and with
the utmost integrity.

By meeting these regulatory requirements, you not only create a positive business reputation but also protect your employees,
customers, and stakeholders from it.

NOW HANDLING THAT CAN BE A
HUGE TASK TO TAKE ON!
Our product Risk Central provides you with a convenient way to stay ahead in managing your compliance by
easily accessing your status on the dashboard.

How will this really
benefit your
business?

Risk Central
Highlights

▪
▪
▪

Track and monitor your enterprise-level compliance status and a checklist to be up to date

▪

View compliances along with their proof and list of non-compliances if any. Initiate
transparency and confidence in certifying compliances at all levels.

▪

The single-window interface allows compliance owners to view a list of compliances
required to comply in a week, a month, or a quarter. Update compliances as complied and
upload proof.

▪

Automatic compliance reminder keeps compliance owners updated on upcoming
compliances.

▪

Create compliance certificates at all levels to certify the compliances/non-compliances.
Build transparency and confidence in issuing compliance certificates.

▪

A compliance report gives complete compliance-related information such as compliance
due date, compliance owner, compliance status, and much more.

Bring compliance teams, compliance owners, and the management on the same platform.
Get enterprise-level, location level, risk category level, department level, and law level
status of compliance.

